2022 Annual Report

We can’t do it without you!
Thank you to our funders & partners
for your support!
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BCAS President
“The most important thing I ever did in artistic swimming was to buy all the milks.”
Some years ago, when I was actively chaperoning my daughter’s team as they traveled around North America, I had heard through our not very quiet chlorine pipeline that some of the athletes liked it when I was the
chaperone. While lovely to hear, I was interested to know why. My daughter didn’t have any answer for me
but one of her teammates did: it was because I bought all the milks (on a team of 8 of fairly prolific milk
drinkers that meant skim, 2%, homo, chocolate, and almond milk!)
I have thought about that a lot…why did this stand out? My chaperoning partner and I knew that we didn’t
want to add any more stress into a high stress competition environment. So in our “supporting role” of
chauffeur/cook, we focused on making sure our athletes could find food that was familiar, varied, sometimes
fun, and appropriate for competing teenagers. If everyone wanted a different kind of milk, so be it. If there
were leftovers, we could always make pudding at the end of the week.
But maybe it meant a bit more than that to our athletes. Maybe they knew that we thought every one of
them was important and buying all the milks was the least we could do.
Artistic swimming in BC – like all sports – is focused on rebuilding: this, after two extremely difficult and unusual years due to pandemic restrictions. After the loss of two full competition seasons, BCAS was so excited to
host the 2022 Mable Moran Provincial Qualifier and Jean Peters Provincial Championships for our BC athletes.
We relaunched the Ignite program and now have our sights set on sending Team BC to compete at its first
ever Canada Summer Games in 2025.
This relaunch after the pandemic years is not without its struggles. Our clubs are struggling with the loss of
institutional knowledge and familiarizing many new families to this sport’s culture, system, and strategies.
Several of our most credentialed and qualified judges have retired and we have a two-year gap in training
new officials. Pools are understaffed, some closed.
At the same time, amateur sport in Canada is under pressure to do things differently. We watch sport after
sport face lawsuits for harassment, abuse, and discrimination. The expectation for strong governance and
increased safety in sport is rising, yet too often, volunteer-run clubs and sport organizations struggle to find
the expertise to fulfill those essential but complex expectations. We wonder if a system-wide reckoning may
be coming as the volunteer-run sport system cracks under this immense pressure.
While it is a challenging time, BC Artistic Swimming is well positioned for the future. Membership in artistic
swimming remains strong. We weathered the last two years with our talented staff intact and in a financially
strong position. We are seeing the impact of EVOLVE – our culture change project – creating collaboration
between coaches, clubs, and BCAS. We are training new officials and increasing our support for clubs to
professionalize their operations. And, we continue to make waves in the BC sport system for challenging the
status quo, upping our governance game, and being loud advocates for personal and collective responsibility
for safe sport.
We do it for the same reason I bought all the milks…because every kid in the pool is important and they are
worth it.

RaeAnne Rose
President
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Our Commitments
Our Declaration
Our athletes are the heart of our community.
We nurture collaboration, life-long learning and sport for life.
We strive for innovation, excellence and integrity in and out of the pool.
We celebrate our collective journeys honouring our past, present and future.
We foster growth.
We believe in fulfillment.
We welcome everyone.
We are a vibrant community.
Joy...Unity...Movement...Passion

Our Strategic Objectives
GROW Participation
Increase participation in artistic swimming through growth and
retention.

PROFESSIONALIZE our Organizations
Develop resources, capacity, and commitment to professionally deliver
our sport.

ASPIRE to Excellence
Realize measurable achievement within out artistic swimming
community.
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The BCAS Team
Board of Directors
President
Vice-President
Director of Finance
Directors-at-Large

RaeAnne Rose
Anne-Marie North
Ann Stirrat
Marina Chekunova
Mandy Curtis
Jo-Anne Emery
Manraj Khurana
Carol Stewart

Staff
Executive Director
High Performance Coordinator
Sport Development Director
Sport Services Coordinator

Jennifer Keith
Tanya Magee
Tanya Magee
Disa Fladmark

Thank you to our members who serve on BCAS Committees and
Working Groups!
Sharon Devana
Jessica Nemlander
Deb Provencher
Brenda Scott

Heather Gardiner
Melinda Markser
Madeleine Ramsay
Rhonda Vanderfluit

Katie Hopp
Loretta Pederson
Carly Schmitt
Jordan Wuest
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Executive Director
BC Artistic Swimming continues its resolve to work towards our strategic objectives of Grow Participation, Professionalize our Sport, and Aspire to Excellence and the 2021-22 season provided opportunity for important
progress! By contemplating and exploring new, better, and creative ways to deliver our sport and to celebrate
those who are passionate and committed to our athletes, we continue to flourish under challenging conditions.
The reintroduction of in-person provincial events was a highlight of
the 2021-22 season. Although we were still at the mercy of COVID-19
restrictions and forced to adapt, adjust, and cancel a couple of events,
we were able to close the season as intended and in celebration. The
2022 Jean Peters Provincial Championship not only allowed our
provincial athletes to take the spotlight after two seasons of
disappointments, but also provided the opportunity to celebrate our
athletes, coaches and officials and to set the stage for the future of
artistic swimming in BC. During our celebratory watershow, BCAS introduced a new ‘freestyle’ program that celebrates creativity, the performance, diversity, and inclusion. We are excited with the notion that
new streams and programming will enhance interest, retention, and
opportunities for safe spaces in the artistic swimming community and
are steadfast in our commitment to creating programs and resources
that will help our clubs to grow and thrive.
Another new initiative, the Judge Consultation Program, leverages the vast expertise of our judges. Building on
the desire to better support coaches in preparing athletes and routines for competition season, the need to
increase officials mentorship, and the sheer amount of often unrealized expertise held among our officials, the
JCP creates a collaborative, club-supported feedback system that benefits athletes, coaches, officials, and clubs.
The 2021-22 pilot offered national stream clubs the benefit of working with panels of judges throughout the
preparatory phase of the season. Based on the program’s success, this season the JCP will be expanded to also
support provincial stream clubs.
Expectations of sport organizations, be it local or
provincial, continue to shift and grow and our sector
continues to raise the bar for safe sport, good governance, and accountability. BCAS has been deliberate in
its efforts to support clubs in their work towards
alignment with the Club Operations Policy through
education and training. We also continue to support a
safe sport culture with mandatory certification requirements, education, training, and policy development.
Notably, as the EVOLVE Initiative established a new understanding of and accountability to our behaviour
standards and expectations, we have supported many
clubs as they navigated issues and conflict.
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Executive Director

Lastly, BC Artistic Swimming was thrilled to return to in-person high performance programming last season.
With a new collaboratively-developed and club-focused High Performance Plan, the Ignite Provincial Program
is more aligned with national team and provincial standards than ever before. The new system aligns club,
BCAS and CAS pathways ensuring that our top athletes are recognized, regularly monitored, and better
prepared for the high performance arena. With the 2025 Canada Summer Games in the foreground, we are
excited for the next two years of preparation and can’t wait to watch our BC talent make us proud!
In 2020, BCAS launched its new strategic plan for artistic swimming in BC. Rather than a plan focused on the
strategic priorities of BC Artistic Swimming as a separate entity, our Strategic Plan is a blueprint for how
BCAS, its clubs, athletes, coaches and officials can grow and thrive. While the pandemic may have shifted our
intended journey, we remain well on track to continue to make progress towards our strategic priorities. We
remain stronger together!

Jennifer Keith
Executive Director
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Safe Sport Mandate
BC Artistic Swimming’s vision is an inclusive and accessible sport community inspiring excellence. We
are committed to leading from our values of ethical, inclusive sport. In so doing, we embrace and
activate several important initiatives that collectively support our Safe Sport mandate.
To learn more, please visit our Safe Sport Resources page.
Commit to Kids (C2K) provides policies, strategies, and a step-by-step plan to help
reduce the risk of sexual abuse happening within child-serving organizations. All BCAS
Board Members and staff, including part-time or casual technical staff, are required to
complete the Commit to Kids training.
All British Columbians should have the opportunity to participate in sport that is safe, inclusive, and free from all forms of maltreatment. As part of its commitment to ensuring sport
is safe, BCAS has supplemented our current conduct policy and guidelines with a statement
that links to the new BC Universal Code of Conduct.
BCAS strives to create inclusive, safe and welcoming spaces for all British Columbians to
participate in artistic swimming regardless of sexual orientation, gender identity, or
gender expression. We are helping our members to understand how to create Positive
Spaces for individuals that identify with the LGBTQI2S community.
Respect in Sport educates leaders, coaches, officials and participants to identify,
understand, and respond to issues of bullying, abuse, harassment and discrimination with the goal of creating a safe, healthy and respectful environment for all.
All BCAS Board, staff, coaches and officials are required to be RiS certified.
The Responsible Coaching Movement is a collaborative effort to ensure the impact of coaches
is a positive one for athletes and for Canadian sport. BCAS pledged to the RCM in 2018, committing to 3 key areas of focus that ensure athlete safety and protection: Rule of Two, Background Screening, Respect and Ethics Training.
The Coaching Association of Canada developed the Safe Sport Training module to help
anyone involved in sport to identify and prevent situations of maltreatment. We all share
the responsibility of creating a culture where everyone can thrive. Together, we can make
sport safe for everyone. All members are encouraged to complete the FREE training.
True Sport is a social movement for people who want sport in Canada to be a positive, enriching experience for everyone. A proud member since 2017, BCAS aims to live by the True Sport
Principles in all its programming. To guide our commitment, we have adopted the BCAS True
Sport Policy.
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2021-2022 in Numbers
Volunteers: 201

Coaches: 80

Officials: 30

Athletes: 775

16 Member Clubs
8 Coach Professional Development Opportunities
140+ Coach Professional Development Participants
4 Officials Professional Development Opportunities
39 Officials Professional Development Participants
3 AquaGO! Instructor Courses
2 Judge Certification Courses
2 Coach Developer Training Sessions
5 Sport Services Program Participating Clubs
220+ Try-It Program Participants
18 Targeted Athlete Program Eligible Athletes
5 Targeted Athlete Program Eligible Coaches
5 High Performance Mentorship Participants
44 High Performance Virtual Training Participants
4 Judge Consultation Program Participating Clubs
11 Judge Consultation Program Participating Officials
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2021-2022 Membership
BC Aquasonics

Ravensong Waterdancers

Caprice Artistic Swimming

Vancouver Masters

Kamloops Sunrays

Vernon Silhouettes

Kelowna Dolphins

Van Isle Masters

Nanaimo Diamonds

Victoria Synchro

Maple Ridge Artistic Swimming

West Coast Masters

Pacific Wave Synchro

University of BC

Prince George Water Lilies

University of Victoria
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Sport Development
Thinking back on the last few seasons I am just amazed at how resilient our athletes, coaches and officials have
been throughout these challenging times. The struggles we have all faced have brought us closer together as
BC’s artistic swimming community. I am thankful that I get to work with great colleagues and a wonderful
Board of Directors that make the challenges easier and the successes greater! Here are just some of the highlights that capped of a great year for me as Sport Development Director.
Coach Professional Development continued to be a priority in 2021-2022 and
BCAS offered many professional development opportunities for our coaches.
With impending changes expected from both FINA and Canada Artistic Swimming and a sector– and sport-wide focus on safe sport, BCAS focused on preparing coaches for the future during the 2021 Annual Summit and the 2022 YearEnd Club Meeting with key education sessions:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Technical Review
Technical Drill Sharing
Intersectionality of Safe Sport Panel Discussion
Introduction to the NEW FINA Judging System
RED-S: Beyond the Athlete Triad
New FINA Quadrennial Cycle
Technical Coach and Officials Session

Coach and Coach Developer Education and Training has shifted over the course of the last two years due to
the Covid-19 pandemic. Canada Artistic Swimming worked in collaboration with the Coaching Association of
Canada to quickly shift to an online delivery format. With in-person learning reintroduced, our coach education
sessions now run as a hybrid online/in-person format. During the 2020-21 season, BCAS offered 5 coach and
coach developer certification opportunities:
✓
✓
✓
✓

2x AquaGo! Modules 1-5
Competition Introduction cancelled due to low registration
Competition Introduction Coach Evaluator Update Training
Coach Developer Update Training on AquaGo! In-Pool Module

After the pandemic forced the cancellation of the 2020 BC Summer Games, we were thrilled that the Games
were slated to return (with some modifications) in 2022! Forty-six athletes and 13 coaches were selected from
across the province to represent their respective zones at the 2022 Prince George BC Summer Games! Along
with 7 officials, our contingent jumped on chartered buses and flights for the long but worthy trek to Prince
George for a four-day, multi-sport event in July. Tina Naveri stepped in as our new Provincial Advisor and with
her vast experience and understanding of the Games, helped make these Games special for our athletes. Disa
Fladmark and Nicole Barager served as the Sport and Assistant Sport Chairs, respectively, to help run the event
from the pool deck. There is a lot that goes in to the planning of a Games like these and I want to thank all of
the staff, coaches and officials who helped make the event one that our athletes will remember for years to
come.
CONGRATULATIONS to the athletes and coaches on your amazing performances!
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Sport Development
The Sport Services Program returned again for the 2021-2022 season with clubs able to benefit from
funding to provide athlete development services that provincial stream and recreation athletes and coaches
may not otherwise access such as yoga, mental training, acrobatic training, diving & stroke technique.
In order to grow our membership base, BCAS sought partnerships to help leverage opportunities to showcase our sport in communities. One such opportunity was through the PacificSport XploreSportz Camps that
run throughout the province. During these camps, participants discover a variety of sports in a fun and noncompetitive environment. All activities are led by certified coaches and focus on developing fundamental
movement skills and fundamental sport skills through a combination of well-structured and unstructured
play. A big thank-you to coach Erin Williams who ran two camps and helped us create a unique land-based
plan that now serves as a template that can be replicated by our clubs.
Throughout the 2021-2022 season, we have been updating our members on information about the new
FINA Judging System as it becomes available. Our sport is undergoing major changes at the international
level which will trickle down and influence how artistic swimming is delivered in BC. This new judging system
will be similar to the current figure skating system that you see on TV. While some of these changes will be
implemented nationally and internationally as early as the 2022-2023 season, the provincial changes will be
implemented gradually. BC Artistic Swimming is committed to educating both our coaches and officials in a
way that ensures everyone is confident and comfortable with the new system. Keep an eye out for education opportunities throughout the 2022-2023 season as we begin a slow roll out.
As I look back on 2021-2022, I am excited to for the changes and opportunities coming in 2022-2023. This
season will be a year of many changes as our sport evolves. I look forward to this new and exciting era for
artistic swimming and to continuing to learn alongside all of you!

Tanya Magee
Sport Development Director
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Total Membership
967
911

656

1086

TOTAL MEMBERSHIP

2021-22

2020-21

2019-20

2018-19

Athletes

775

434

596

649

Coaches

80

62

82

75

Officials

30

32

30

24

Other (Associates + Volunteers)

201

128

203

219

TOTAL

1086

656

911

967

% Change

65%

28%

6%

12%
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Registration Statistics

Athlete Assistance Program

Athlete Membership
649

596

434

775

ATHLETES

NS

PS

MA Comp Ltd Comp Adaptive

Youth Rec

MA Rec

2018-19

53

158

51

32

1

178

47

2019-20

54

141

46

53

1

178

2020-21

60

121

22

17

0

2021-22

64

145

56

48

4

Coach Membership

AquaGO! Short-Term

CUASL

TOTAL

92

37

649

46

31

46

596

46

62

81

21

434

138

61

150

50

775

59

Officials Membership
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High Performance
It was a big year for High Performance in BC! Reflecting on the season, it is hard to believe that we accomplished so much after being shut down for so long.
BCAS was able to activate many exciting high performance events including reintroducing our high performance
programs after a more than two-year hiatus. In addition, the Target Athlete Program (formerly the Canadian
Sport Institute Carding Program) was revamped, we hosted the first-ever Canada Artistic Swimming Audition
and Development Camp, and BC athletes saw success at national events and in national team programming.
In October 2021, the Canada Artistic Swimming Audition & Development Camp Tour kicked off in BC providing
a chance for the top athletes in western Canada to work with National Team coaches on various aspects of their
development. CAS runs five locations across Canada and is expected to be back in BC in 2023 after a one year
stop in Alberta for the 2022 camp. From this camp, two BC athletes were identified and invited to the subsequent Junior National Team Camp in Montreal with only Keily Hutt from Pacific Wave Synchro accepting the
invitation. Keily would go on to earn a spot among the Top 20 Junior Athletes in Canada—congratulations, Keily!
Although the Ignite Provincial Program adapted to the
altered climate during the pandemic with programming and delivery modifications, everyone was eager
and ready to get back to in-person opportunities – and
we did! The vision of the new High Performance
Program focuses on club-supported programming that
includes athlete development and BC coach collaboration in preparation for the 2025 Canada Summer
Games. In 2021-2022, the Ignite Provincial Program
consisted an assessment camp and choreography
camp.
The Ignite Assessment Camp aligned with CAS assessment camp benchmarks and standards and was the first opportunity for BC’s top artistic swimmers to come
together for assessments post-pandemic. Provincial experts, including judges, coaches and our Integrated
Support Team ran land and water tests on 42 participating athletes from 8 clubs over three days. Each participant received formal report cards from our IST team at Scienced Athletics and BC Artistic Swimming.
Led by renowned international choreographers Stephan Miermont and Biz Price, the 2022 Choreography Camp
saw 21 athletes come together to create two provincial routines using the new FINA rules. The routines will be
used for future Ignite Program and Team BC trials and BC clubs have been given permission to compete them
this season. BC coaches Meng Chen, Susan Kemper and Tina Naveri were front and center and contributors to
the choreography process. After six short but intense days, the provincial Technical Team and Technical Duet
routines were created.
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High Performance
A new High Performance Coach Mentorship Program was initiated to support the next generation of HP
coaches by nurturing the technical, tactical, and psycho-social skills needed to develop future highperformance athletes. Led by Biz Price, the HP Coach Mentorship Program created a collaborative and
reciprocal learning environment that focused on identifying and achieving mutually defined goals for the
continued development of skills, abilities, knowledge, leadership, and critical thinking.
Congratulations to the five coaches selected to the
2021-22 HP Coach Mentorship Program (L to R):
Katie Stirrat (Pacific Wave Synchro)
Brenda Scott (Victoria Synchro)
Erin Williams (BC Aquasonics)
Alina Aref’yeva (Caprice Artistic Swimming)
Disa Fladmark (Kamloops Sunrays)
In collaboration with the Canadian Sport Institute Pacific (CSI-Pacific), BC Artistic Swimming made significant
changes to the Targeted Athlete Program. A major change is the program cycle which used to run from
February to January each year and now runs from October 1 to September 30 to better align with our annual
athlete development pathway and competition framework. Based on the new timeline, we are able to
monitor and identify athletes based on the most current season. Other major changes include the TAP Athlete Profile and points system, and the new athlete monitoring requirements.
The purpose of the Target Athlete Program (TAP) Monitoring is to ensure club high performance programming is aligned with and working towards BC Artistic Swimming's High Performance Program goals and to
track athlete progression towards provincial and national high-performance targets. Where gaps exist, BC
Artistic Swimming will support clubs in shifting programming to ensure excellence is being built at all levels
in our province. Athlete monitoring started during the February to September 2021 transition cycle and will
be in full effect for the 2022-2023 season.
Lastly, I want to extend a huge congratulations to the following athletes and their coach Meng Chen for
their outstanding achievements in 2021-2022:
Keily Hutt
Nancy Liu
Lucy Zhou
Abereena Xu

Junior National Team Athlete Camp
Junior National Team Athlete Pool Camp
Junior National Team Athlete Camp Invitee
Bronze Medal in Solo and Duet at SYNC 2022*
Bronze Medal in Duet at SYNC 2022*

Tanya Magee
High Performance Coordinator

*SYNC 2022 was the qualifier event for the 2022 Youth World Championships
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Targeted Athlete Program
2022 marked a transition year for the newly named Targeted Athlete Program (formerly CSICarding Program). From February to September, 18 athletes and 6 coaches received carding
status and benefited from access to training and development support from regional and
provincial training centres.

CANADIAN DEVELOPMENT
Keily Hutt (PWS)

PROVINCIAL DEVELOPMENT LEVEL 2
Karina Aujla (Caprice)

Nadia Curtis (Kamloops)

Kayla Drew (BC Aquasonics)

Margarita Kravariotis-Escuer (Pacific Wave)

Madison Le (Caprice)

Kate Liebe (Kamloops)

Yijia (Nancy) Liu (Pacific Wave)

Naomi Madokoro (Caprice)

Alexandria Maliapen (Caprice)

Neveah Manuel-Hearn (Kamloops)

Hannah McDonagh-Proud (Victoria Synchro)

Mia Pismestrovic (BC Aquasonics)

Seray Sefayi (Pacific Wave)

Elizabeth Tatarnikov (Caprice)

Daisy Vasquez (BC Aquasonics)

Kianna Vasquez (BC Aquasonics)

Ashley Zhou (BC Aquasonics)

COACHES
Alina Aref’yeva (Caprice)

Meng Chen (Pacific Wave)

Disa Fladmark (Kamloops)

Susan Kemper (BC Aquasonics)

Tina Naveri (Kamloops)

Kimberly Vinck (Victoria Synchro)
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Competitions
The 2021-22 season brought us back to the pool for in-person competitions! Although we had to cancel
some events due to COVID-19, we were able to provide meaningful competitions for all of our athletes.
I would be remiss if I did not recognize our judges who continue to demonstrate their commitment to our
sport no matter what we seem to throw at them. Also, a big thank you to our parent volunteers who made
our competitions a reality. We could not do what we do without our dedicated volunteers!

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

2021-22 Competitions Highlights
Although Training Meet 1 was cancelled, our 18 CSI Carded Athletes (now Targeted Athlete Program)
completed mandatory Basic Skills testing by video submission.
Training Meet 2 proceeded as planned with safety protocols in place and 140 athletes competed inperson for the first time since February 2020. An additional 82 athletes competed Land Skills by video
submission.
The National Stream Provincial Qualifier was cancelled due to an upswing in COVID-19 cases.
As a qualifying event for National Qualifiers we were able to host National Stream Provincial Championships in-person, but for safety reasons, Training Meet 3 events were cancelled. Fifty-seven athletes
competed, and due to adapted CAS rules, all BC athletes qualified for Canadian Qualifiers.
The Mable Moran meet took place in April with 224 athletes competing, 70 of whom also participated in the 2022 BC Summer Games trials. BCAS hosted a special tribute to the competition’s namesake, Mable Moran, honouring her legacy as she passed away in early 2022.
The Jean Peters Provincial Championships took place in June, with 161 athletes participating, including two clubs from Alberta. To end the season on a high-note, BCAS introduced a new form of
“freestyle” artistic swimming, ran a watershow showcasing talent from across the province and held a
recognition event for officials and coaches.
The competitive season stretched into July with the BC Summer Games taking place in Prince George
with 46 athletes, 11 coaches, and 7 officials participating in the five-day event.
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BC Summer Games
The BC Summer Games provide an integral component of BC’s artistic swimming athlete and
coach development pathway. The Games offer
the first opportunity for athletes to experience a
regional selection process, train in a multi-club
environment with a short preparation window
and compete in a multi-sport event.
Congratulations to the athletes and coaches
whose light shined bright during the 2022 Games!

2022 BCSG Gold Medal Team—Zone 4

Figures

11-15

16-17

1st

Zone 4: Ashley Zhou

Zone 1: Ashley Sonnichsen

2nd

Zone 5: Teagan Gorter

Zone 4: Izabella Vasicek

3rd

Zone 2: Hailey MacPhee

Zone 8: Kimberly Huggett

Solo

11-15

16-17

1st

Zone 4: Sol Park

Zone 4: Izabella Vasicek

2nd

Zone 5: Teagan Gorter

Zone 8: Kimberly Huggett

3rd

Zone 4: Alexandra Bennett

Zone 8: Sienna Veeken

Duet

11-15

16-17

1st

Zone 2: N. Manuel-Hearn & H. MacPhee

Zone 1: Ashley & Brooke Sonnichsen

2nd

Zone 4: Junney Zhu & Muyi Tang

Zone 4: Izabella Vasicek & Ashley Zhou

3rd

Zone 6: Morgan Jessey & Isabella Hanson

Zone 8: K. Huggett & S. Veeken

Team
1st

Zone 4: A. Bennett, S. Park, M. Tang, I. Vasicek, A. Zhou, J. Zhu

2nd

Zone 4: A. Leung, S. Lukac, R. Xiong, Y. Zhu

3rd

Zone 6: O. de Kleine, L. Keeling, L. MacDonald, A. Miller, E. Richmond
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13-15

Figures

Solo

Duet

Team

12th: Lucy Zhou (PWS)

8th: Lucy Zhou (PWS)

6th: A. Xu & L. Zhou (PWS)

6th: Victoria ASC

18th: Abereena Xu (PWS)

9th: Pacific Wave

47th: Danielle Barberie (NAN)
Junior

Senior

Solo Technical

Mixed Duet

9th: Keily Hutt (PWS)

1st: Yu Heng Zhang & Shirina Ng (PWS)

Solo Technical

Solo Free

Duet Technical

Team Free

2nd: H. McDonagh-Proud (VIC)

7th: Seray Sefayi (PWS)

3rd: K. Hutt & K. Stirrat (PWS)

2nd: University of BC

6th: Seray Sefayi (PWS)

Open

Highlight

Free Combination

2nd: Victoria ASC

6th: Pacific Wave Synchro

3rd: Caprice ASC

8th: BC Aquasonics
10th: University of BC

13-15

Figures

Solo

Duet

Team

9th: Lucy Zhou (PWS)

5th: Lucy Zhou (PWS)

9th: A. Xu & L. Zhou (PWS)

6th: Pacific Wave

20th: Abereena Xu (PWS)

11th: Victoria Synchro

21th: Kyla Williams (VIC)
50th: Choe Berretta (PWS)
Mixed Duet

Junior

Senior

1st: Yu Heng Zhang & Shirina Ng (PWS)
Solo Technical

Solo Free

Duet Technical

1st: H. McDonagh-Proud (VIC)

5th: Seray Sefayi (PWS)

2nd: K. Hutt & K. Stirrat (PWS)

7th: Seray Sefayi (PWS)

Open

Highlight

Free Combination

1st: Victoria ASC

6th: Pacific Wave Synchro

2nd: Caprice ASC
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Officials
Last season was another unique year for BC Officials. With a blend of virtual and in-person events, there have
been many opportunities to participate in our sport.
A new Judge Consultation Program was piloted last season. A select number of BC Officials and National
Stream coaches participated. The goal was to provide meaningful routine feedback to coaches. Coaches had
the opportunity to consult and access direct feedback and recommendations from multiple panels of judges
at various stages of the season. The program also provided excellent opportunities for less experienced and
newer officials to work closely with some of our veteran officials outside of the regular competition structure.
This program will be developed further and expanded to our Provincial Stream coaches and athletes this
season.
We have been fortunate to add some new faces to our officials community through our provincial officials
education program. With the reintroduction of the Level 1 officials course, we were able to train and certify
four new officials over the summer. This course included a combination of online and in-person sessions. This
new style of course delivery makes becoming an official that much easier. We currently have nine new
students from all over the Province in the process of obtaining their Level 1 certification. In addition to the full
Level 1 course, we were lucky to have the opportunity to hold an in-person referee clinic during the BC
Summer Games in Prince George. A Level 2 officials’ course is in the process of being developed.
This season CAS slowly reintroduced in-person national competitions. The National Qualifiers were held as a
hybrid event, with the Figure & Execution panels judging on the virtual platform, while the Artistic, Difficulty,
& Elements panels were in-person. At Nationals, all officials were back on the pool deck. Both events allowed
clubs the opportunity to submit videos in lieu of attending the competition in-person.
Finally, we would like to say a big thank you to our retiring officials Heather Archer and Louise Kennedy. Both
have dedicated many years to artistic swimming provincially, nationally, and internationally. They have acted
in numerous roles over the years, serving on a variety of committees, as FINA evaluators, and both have even
represented Canada officiating at the Olympic Games. We have been so lucky to have each of them in our
province as mentors, educators, and friends. We wish you both a happy and well deserved retirement!

Christina Demiris
Chair, BC Officials Committee
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BC Artistic Swimming
PO Box 42526, Columbia Square PO
New Westminster, BC V3M 6L7
604.333.3640
www.bcartisticswimming.ca
info@bcartisticswimming.ca
Follow us on social media:
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